Hemodynamic fluctuations and baroreflex sensitivity in humans: a beat-to-beat model. Am. J. Physiol. 253 (Heart Circ. Physiol. 22): [680][681][682][683][684][685][686][687][688][689]1987.-A beat-to-beat model of the cardiovascular system is developed to study the spontaneous short-term variability in arterial blood pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) data from humans at rest. The model consists of a set of difference equations representing the following mechanisms: 1) control of HR and peripheral resistance by the baroreflex, 2) Windkessel properties of the systemic arterial tree, 3) contractile properties of the myocardium (Starling's law and restitution), and 4) mechanical effects of respiration on BP. The model is tested by comparing power spectra and cross spectra of simulated data from the model with spectra of actual data from resting subjects. To make spectra from simulated data and from actual data tally, it must be assumed that respiratory sinus arrhythmia at rest is caused by the conversion of respiratory BP variability into HR variability by the fast, vagally mediated baroreflex. The so-called 10-s rhythm in HR and BP appears as a resonance phenomenon due to the delay in the sympathetic control loop of the baroreflex. The simulated response of the model to an imposed increase of BP is shown to correspond with the BP and HR response in patients after administration of a BPincreasing drug, such as phenylephrine.
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Hemodynamic fluctuations and baroreflex sensitivity in humans: a beat-to-beat model. Am. J. Physiol. 253 (Heart Circ. Physiol. 22): [680] [681] [682] [683] [684] [685] [686] [687] [688] [689] 1987 .-A beat-to-beat model of the cardiovascular system is developed to study the spontaneous short-term variability in arterial blood pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) data from humans at rest. The model consists of a set of difference equations representing the following mechanisms: 1) control of HR and peripheral resistance by the baroreflex, 2) Windkessel properties of the systemic arterial tree, 3) contractile properties of the myocardium (Starling's law and restitution), and 4) mechanical effects of respiration on BP. The model is tested by comparing power spectra and cross spectra of simulated data from the model with spectra of actual data from resting subjects. To make spectra from simulated data and from actual data tally, it must be assumed that respiratory sinus arrhythmia at rest is caused by the conversion of respiratory BP variability into HR variability by the fast, vagally mediated baroreflex. The so-called 10-s rhythm in HR and BP appears as a resonance phenomenon due to the delay in the sympathetic control loop of the baroreflex. The simulated response of the model to an imposed increase of BP is shown to correspond with the BP and HR response in patients after administration of a BPincreasing drug, such as phenylephrine.
It is concluded that the model correctly describes a number of important features of the cardiovascular system. Mathematical properties of the difference-equation model are discussed.
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10-s variability; Mayer waves THE HEART IS NOT a continuous pump but acts in a discrete fashion with the successive heartbeats leading to a series of fluctuating values of R-R intervals and systolic and diastolic pressures. Still, almost all models of the cardiovascular system (CVS) consist of sets of differential equations, representing relationships between continuous signals such as mean arterial blood pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) (for a recent review see Ref. 5 ). If one is only interested in the long-term regulation of the CVS, this neglect of the pulsatile character of the heartbeat seems justified. However, as we wish to study the relationship between short-term fluctuations in BP and HR, we have developed a beat-tobeat model of the human CVS based on physiological considerations. The model can be used to obtain simulated BP data and R-R interval data, both for subjects at rest and after the administration of a vasoconstricting, hence BP-increasing, drug (e.g., phenylephrine). The performance of the model is assessed by comparison of simulated data and actual human data.
In resting humans, beat-to-beat fluctuations in BP and HR are mainly due to respiratory influences and to the slower Mayer waves (for a review see Ref. 23 ). The fastest and often the most conspicuous Mayer waves constitute the so-called 10-s rhythm, having a period of -10 s (13). One of the purposes of our study is to obtain information about the functioning of the CVS under normal physiological conditions from the relationship between these spontaneous BP and HR fluctuations, thus dispensing with the need for pharmacological or other interventions.
We use spectral-analysis techniques to differentiate between fluctuations due to the 10-s rhythm (at -0.1 Hz) and due to respiratory influences (usually lo-20 breaths/min or 0.15-0.35 Hz). Examples of power spectra and cross spectra of HR variability and BP variability from healthy human subjects at rest were presented in a previous paper (9). At that time we gave only a partial interpretation of these spectra, using a very simple beatto-beat model of the CVS (10). This old model was not able to explain the shape of the phase spectrum of systolic pressure variability against interval variability that was obtained from actual data. It was then found that the phase spectrum derived from the model and the phase spectrum computed from actual data agreed only for respiratory frequencies (0.2-0.35 Hz), but at the frequency of the 10-s rhythm the old model predicted a phase difference of 0" (pressure and interval in phase), whereas the experimental data show a phase difference of ~-70° (pressure leads interval). It will be shown that the present model greatly improves on these results (see Simulation of Resting Data).
The results of our simulations suggest that respiratory Ref. 25) . It also appears possible to simulate realistic 10-s waves due to the delay in the sympathetic feedback loop of the baroreflex. The simulated waves resemble the actual ones both in visual appearance and in spectral properties (power spectra and cross spectra).
We also simulate the pressure and interval responses of the model to the administration of a BP-increasing drug, e.g., phenylephrine (see Response to Simulated Phenylephrine Injection). These responses are shown to correspond well with experimental data. Clinically a BPincreasing drug is administered to test the functioning of the baroreflex. The interval prolongation due to the BP increase has been used as a measure for the so-called baroreflex sensitivity (33). The similarity of simulated data from the model and actual behavior of the CVS makes it tempting to believe that the mechanisms built into our model conform to the short-term control properties of the CVS. The discrete beat-to-beat approach used for our model leads to a system of difference equations, whereas other published models of the CVS consider continuous variables and hence consist of systems of differential equations (2, 5, 14, 15, 36) . Some mathematical properties of our difference-equation model are discussed in the AP-
PENDIX.
Preliminary results were presented before (6, 19) .
DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
The model we present is a beat-to-beat model in which the features of each heartbeat (e.g., systolic pressure, length of the interbeat interval) depend on the features of previous beats. The following properties of the CVS are included in the model: 1) control of interbeat interval and of peripheral resistance by the baroreflex, 2) Windkessel properties of the systemic arterial tree, 3) contractile properties of the myocardium (Starling's law and restitution properties), and 4) mechanical effects of respiration on BP.
The model is an extension of the beat-to-beat model presented previously (7, 10) . It may be visualized by the diagram of Fig. 1 . The BP value is sensed by the baroreceptors, and accordingly, the central nervous system adjusts the heart rate by both fast vagal action and by slower sympathetic action (baroreflex control of HR). The baroreflex also affects the peripheral resistance but only via sympathetic efferent activity. The heart rate (or equivalently the length of the R-R interval) influences the cardiac output, which together with the peripheral resistance determines the value of BP and thus closes the loop. For reasons to be discussed later, respiration is assumed to affect first the cardiac output and hence BP and subsequently the R-R interval via the baroreflex. Note that the model equates the P-P intervals, which originate from the pacemaker, with the R-R intervals, which determine the cardiac output. the presence of sympathetic control of R-R interval and peripheral resistance. In the following we describe the new model in detail. It consists of a set of five difference equations. The notations used are shown in Fig. 2 : systolic pressure (S,), pulse pressure (P,), diastolic pressure (D,), and peripheral resistance (R,) occur during R-R interval (I,) .
It is convenient to use operation points of pressure and interval variables because only small deviations from the operati .on points occur if the model is used to generate simulated data for a subject at rest. In that case the difference equations of the model may be linearized around these points, which considerably facilitates the analysis of the model. The operation points are indicated as systolic pressure (S), diastolic pressure (D), pulse pressure (P), peripheral resistance (R), R-R interval (I), and arterial time constant (T = RC) with C as the arterial compliance.
The deviation sn of the systolic pressure S, from its operation point S is defined as sn = S n -S. Similarly we define dn = Dn -D, pn = Pn -P, rn = Rn -R, Tn = Tn -T, and in = In -I. The operation points were chosen as S = 120 mmHg, D = 75 mmHg, I = 800 ms, and T = 1,425 ms. These are normal human values, the last one being taken from the model of Wes-H682 
Effective Pressure
Baroreceptors are known to respond proportionally in a limited range of systolic pressures only (24). Around the equilibrium pressure value the gain of the baroreflex is maximal, whereas for both low and high pressures the gain tends toward zero due to a threshold phenomenon and to saturation of the baroreceptors, respectively. This behavior is modeled by the concept of effective systolic pressure SA (and its deviation s;), which is a function of the actual pressure S, S / n = F(Sn)
(1)
The function F we used in the simulation is F(S) = 120 + 18 arctan [(S -120)/M] or equivalently f(s) = 18 arctan(s/l8).
The sigmoidal shape of this function gives negligible differences between effective pressure SL and true pressure Sn for small (<lo mmHg) deviat,ions from the operation point S = 120 mmHg, whereas for high or low values of the systolic pressure the range of effective pressure remains limited to -56 mmHg [cf. the "Blutdruck-Charakteristik" curves of Koch (22)].
Baroreflex on Heart Rate
The The notations used in Eq. 2 reflect the distinction between the vagal contribution a0 and the sympathetic --*-*e-w--- contributions ak with k > 0. The value of the parameter a0 is a measure of the vagal strength of the baroreflex arc, whereas the values of the parameters ak with k > 0 determine the time response and strength of the sympathetically mediated control of interval length.
To obtain simulated data from our model, realistic values should be found for the parameters ak. The overall strength of the baroreflex arc, the so-called baroreflex sensitivity (BRS), has been measured for clinical purposes by administering a pressure-increasing drug (e.g., phenylephrine)
and by comparing the pressure-induced interval increase AI with the increase of pressure ABP (33). Values for the BRS, expressed as AI/ABP, are found as lo-20 ms/mmHg (29). The relative contributions of vagal and sympathetic activity to this overall value are not well known. Therefore we give in our model equal weight to the vagal and the sympathetic contribution, choosing a value of 9 ms/mmHg for the vagal parameter ao. We take for the (sympathetic) aks a triangular weighting function, starting at a delay of two beats (around 2 s; cf. Ref. 3) . The values of the c&s were taken as al, = 1, 2, 3, 2, and 1 ms/mmHg for k = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively (see Fig. 3 ). In this way, the total sympathetic effect equals the vagal contribution.
The results proved to be rather unsensitive to the exact shape of the weighting function.
Baroreflex on Peripheral Resistance
The next equation represents the sympathetic action of the baroreflex on the peripheral resistance Rn and hence on the time constant Tn of the arterial Windkessel (the arterial compliance C is assumed to be constant)
According to Eq. 3 the momentaneous value of Rn depends on a weighted sum of previous systolic values SA-k due to slow sympathetic influence (cf. Eq. 2). The minus sign is used because an increased pressure leads to a decrease of resistance. We take for the weighting coefficients bk an identical triangular shape as for the sympathetic factors al, in Eq. 2; good simulation results were obtained if the values were taken as bk = 2, 4, 6, 4, and 2 ms/mmHg for k = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively.
Properties of Myocardium
The influence of the length of the previous interval on the strength of the ventricular contraction is modeled by the following equation
with Pn = Sn -Dn with pn = sn -dn
Equation 4 states that a long interval In-1 tends to increase the next pulse pressure Pn. This mechanism is assumed to be partlv due to the increased filling of the MODEL OF HUMAN CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM H683 ventricles after a longer interval, which leads to a more forceful contraction (Starling's law), and partly to the restitution properties of the ventricular myocardium, which also leads to an increased strength of contraction after a longer interval. A numerical value for the parameter y can be derived from experiments in which heart period is changed by atria1 pacing, and the resulting change in ventricular contractile force is recorded. We used for our simulations a value of y = 0.016 mmHg/ms, as did Wesseling et al. (36) . This value is corroborated by experiments in both humans (30) and dogs (26).
Windkessel
The decrease of pressure during diastole is described by the Windkessel equation 
RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS Simulation of Resting Data
As a first test of the model simulated data are shown under steady-state conditions. To this end we must incorporate respiratory influence into the model either by assuming respiration to affect first BP and second the R-R interval by means of the baroreflex or else by assuming respiration to affect first the R-R interval and hence the blood pressure (cf. Fig. 1 ). In the former case respiration would enter the model through Eq. 4 and in the latter case through Eq. 2. We found that an acceptable correspondence between power spectra and cross spectra from real data and from simulated data could only be found if the respiratory influence was included in Eq. 4 (or Eq. 4'), which for this simulation was taken as Pn = sn -dn = yin-, + A sin(2r fresp'C IJ To make the model more realistic, noise was introduced into the system, i.e., random disturbances were added to Eqs. 2' and 4 N with independent Gaussian distributions, having means equal to zero and standard deviations 25 ms and 2 mmHg, respectively (36).
Actual BP and interval data from a 32-yr-old male subject at rest and simulated data are shown in Fig. 4, A and B, respectively. The data in Fig. 4A are from a subject whose blood pressure was measured by means of a noninvasive instrument developed by Wesseling and co-workers (see " Fin. A. Pres" in Ref. 35) . Power spectra and cross spectra from these data are given in Fig. 2A in Ref. 9;  there it is also shown that data from noninvasive Fin. A. Pres measurements and from intra-arterial measurements are comparable for all practical purposes. The data are representative for healthy subjects (9).
Both in the actual data ( Fig. 4A ) and in the simulated data ( (Fig.  4B ) or, equivalently, the peripheral resistances also show only slow variability due to the low-pass filter characteristics of the sympathetic system (cf. Eq. 3). The actual data ( Fig. 4A ) and simulated data (Fig. 4B ) look alike. A more critical comparison of the actual and simulated data can be made by consideration of power spectra and cross spectra of the data (Figs. 5 and 6).
Spectral Analysis of Pressure and Interval Data
Power spectra and cross spectra of pressure data and interval data were computed as described in detail in Ref. 9. In short, successive values of systolic, diastolic, and pulse pressures and of R-R intervals are taken to be equidistantly spaced, and spectra are then computed by a periodogram approach (discrete Fourier transform). The resulting frequency scale is in cycles per beat. It can be proven that if the deviations from the mean interval length are small this frequency scale may be converted into the usual cycles per second or Hz by assuming the spacing between successive beats to be equal to the mean interval length (8). The power spectra P(f) show the amount of variability as a function of frequency f and are therefore expressed either as s2/Hz (interval spectrum, Figs. 5A and 6A) or as mmHg2/Hz (pressure spectra, Figs. 5, B and C and 6, B and C). Note that the height of a spectral peak is not important, but only the total area under the peak.
The cross spectrum between, e.g., systolic pressure variability and interval variability consists of two parts (Figs. 50 and 6D) The main features of the spectra of actual data for the power spectra of pressure and R-R intervals are as follows (Fig.' 5; cf. Refs. 9 and 27). 1) A peak at the respiratory frequency is seen in the spectra of the R-R intervals (I, Fig. 5A ), the systolic pressures (S, Fig. 5B ), and the pulse pressures (P, Fig. 5C ). The respiratory peak in the spectra of the diastolic pressures (D, Fig. 5C ) is usually small or absent. 2) A peak at the frequency of the 10-s rhythm is seen in all spectra, but it is often small in the spectrum of the pulse pressures (P, Fig. 5C ). The main features of the spectra of actual data for the cross spectra of pressure against R-R intervals are as follows. 3) A high coherence is fo und between pressure by checking the list of features above. Minor differences are ' !:.e lack of coherence between interval variability and diastolic variability in the respiratory band and the slightly positive phase difference between pulse pressures and intervals in the O.l-Hz band. The respiratory frequency is more constant in the model than in the actual data; this explains the narrower respiratory peak in the power spectra of Fig. 6 , A-C. As mentioned before the frequency range below 0.05 Hz is not considered here.
Response to Simulated Phenylephrine Injection
As a second test of the model the simulated response show n to an imposed in .crease of peripheral resistance is (or actually an increase of the time constant T = RC) in time. Such an increase of peripheral resistance is experimentally induced by a phenylephrine injection and leads to an increase in BP followed by a baroreflex-mediated increase of length of the R-R interval. The ratio of interval increase AI to pressure increase ABP after a phenylephrine injection is clinically used as a measure of BRS (29, 33) . variations and interval variations around 0.1 Hz as well as at the respiratory frequency (Fig. 5, D-F) . 4) The phase spectrum of S against I (Fig. 50) shows values of ~-70~ at 0.1 Hz, i.e., pressure leads, and of ~0~ at the normal respiratory frequencies (0.2-0.3 Hz). 5) The phase spectrum of D against I (Fig. 5E ) fluctuates around -90". 6) The phase spectrum of P against I (Fig. 5F ) shows a small -negative value around 0.1 Hz and a value of 0" for the respiratory frequencies.
In this simulation experiment respi .ration or noise are not included in the model. We let the factor T* (Eq. 3) increase by 1,000 ms in a period of 10 s (solid line in Fig.  7A ). For these values the results correspond with experimentally obta .ined curves (32). The resultant change in the time constant T, and equivalently in the peripheral resistance R, = TJC (we put C = 1) is less than the change in T*, due to the closed-loop control system (Fig.  l) , which counteracts the change in T,. Figure 7A shows the response of peripheral resistance r of systolic pressure s and of R-R interval i. Note that the deviations from the operating points, not the absolute values, are given here.
Power spectra and cross spectra belonging to the simulated data are shown in F ig. 6, A-F. Compa rison 0 f the spectra in Fig. 6 with the spectra of actual data (Fig. 5) shows a good resemblance for the power spectra, the coherence spectra, and the phase spectra, as can be seen If the coherence spectrum has a high value (k2 > 0.5), phase spectrum is reliably estimated (heavy soLid line).
In Fig. 7B the scatter plot of i, vs. sn (crosses) and of DISCUSSION i, vs. s,-~ ( 1 ) h circ es is s own. The BRS is to be determined from the slope between pressure and interval values, but
The presented beat-to-beat model of the CVS quantithe literature is not unequivocal whether the plot of i, tatively describes the shape of the power spectra and vs. sn or the plot of i, vs. s n-1 should be considered for cross spectra of BP variability and interval variability this purpose (18, 21, 28, 33) .
(see Simulation of Resting Data). The model also gives a The first beat is in the bottom left-hand corner of Fig. good description of BP and interval response to an 7B; successive beats are upward to the right. The circled imposed increase o! peripheral resistance as seen after point is the new steady-state value. The line has a slope the administration of phenylephrine (see Response to of 9 ms/mmHg, corresponding to vagal effects only. After Simulated Phenylephrine Injection). a few beats the sympathetic effects become noticeable as Recently Akselrod et al.
(1) used spectral analysis an increase of the slope of the I vs. S curve. Both the techniques to study HR and BP data from awake dogs, plot of in VS. sn and of in VS. sn-1 lead to a slope and hence but they considered only power spectra. In our opinion an apparent BRS of -10 ms/mmHg. the present study shows that important information on the relationship between HR and BP data can be derived from cross spectra and particularly from the phase spectra between interval variability and BP variability. Akselrod et al. (1) concluded from their pacing and blockade experiments that in the dog respiratory BP variability is secondary to respiratory HR variability. Our model suggests the opposite to be the case in resting humans: respiration first affects the cardiac output and hence the blood pressure, and next the vagal baroreflex transforms the respiratory BP waves into interval fluctuations. (The sympathetic branch of the baroreflex is not effective at these frequencies; cf. APPENDIX.) These assumptions lead to power spectra and phase spectra from simulated data (Fig. 6 ) that agree well with spectra from actual data (Fig. 5) . Both in Fig. 6D and in Fig. 50 the phase between systolic pressure variability and R-R interval variability at the respiratory frequency (0.25 Hz) is approximately zero, as is to be expected if systolic pressure S, determines the length of R-R interval I, through fast vagal action (see Fig. 2 ). Such a phase of zero between S, and I, at respiratory frequencies was a constant finding in our actual data (9), and recently Pagani et al. (27) confirmed this value. Our analysis, however, cannot rule out the possibility that both BP and HR are independently affected by respiration in such a way as to mimic the above-described vagal control of HR.
The model makes it clear also why almost no variability in diastolic values is found at the respiratory frequency both in the spectrum of the actual data (solid line in Fig. 5C ) and in the spectrum of simulated data (solid line in Fig. 6C) (10, 12 ). An increased value of the systolic pressure, if due to respiratory effects, would lead to an increase of the next diastolic pressure. However, the increased systolic pressure induces a lengthening of the R-R interval and hence of the diastolic run-off period, which tends to decrease the diastolic pressure. It can be shown that these effects cancel each other when a0 = 7/ S, with h as the BRS coefficient, 7 as the time constant of the arterial Windkessel, and S as the mean systolic pressure (10, 11). For physiologically realistic values of these parameters this equality is approximately fulfilled (cf. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL), andthusthe diastolic variability at the respiratory frequency is much less than the systolic variability. The 10-s variability in HR and BP is in the model due to the delay in the sympathetic feedback loops. This amounts to the effect of a band-pass filter; noise -0.1 Hz is amplified compared with noise at other frequencies (see APPENDIX ). Other explanations of the 10-s rhythm have been put forward, e.g., the presence of an intrinsic 10-s oscillator in the central nervous system, which modulates the peripheral resistance by the sympathetic pathway (for a survey of possible mechanisms causing the los rhythm see Ref. 23 ). The present paper shows, however, that realistic parameter values of the model are able to explain the 10-s rhythm without the need for an extra hypothetical oscillator. A similar result was obtained by Wesseling et al. (34, 36 ) using a continuous model of the cvs.
The phase of ~-70~ at 0.1 Hz between systolic variability and interval variability in our model is due to the combined effect of vagal and sympathetic baroreflex regulation of the cycle length. At the respiratory frequency the phase difference between systolic pressure variability and interval variability is around zero because for these frequencies the slow sympathetic system is not effective, and only the vagal part of the baroreflex arc matters (see APPENDIX).
The vagal control leads to a phase of zero. However, this argument is only qualitatively valid because it does not take into account the closed-loop properties of the system (6).
The response of the model to an imposed increase of peripheral resistance resembles experimental data (Fig.   7A ). The upward concavity of the i, vs. sn curve (Fig.  7 B) has been observed experimentally (18,X).
Note that in the model the concavity is not an intrinsic property of the relationship between BP and intervals but arises from the different dynamics of vagal and sympathetic contributions to the baroreflex arc. The amount of concavity can then be interpreted as a measure of the ratio of vagal to sympathetic control. Figure 7B does not lead to an obvious preference for the use of the i, vs. sn curve or the i, vs. s,-~ curve in the determination of the BRS. The slopes of both curves may be used to determine a BRS value of -10 ms/mmHg. Note that the effect of noise and respiration is not taken into account in the simulation of Fig. 7 . The results show that the BRS as measured by the administration of a pressure-increasing drug can hardly be characterized by a single number because it consists of a complex mixture of vagal and sympathetic effects. Indeed it is shown in the APPENDIX that the BRS should be considered as a frequency-dependent parameter.
A problem in modeling the CVS is that reliable values for the different parameters of the model (ak, bk, y, and T) are scarcely found in the literature. However, we showed that physiologically acceptable values of these parameters lead to a quantitatively correct description of observed phenomena. We found, moreover, that the exact shape of the weighting function for the sympathetic baroreflex (Fig. 3) is not critical for the appearance of the results. This leads us to believe that the overall properties of the model tally to some extent with the actual CVS.
The model can be put to a test in several ways; e.g., in principle it is quite easy to simulate the effect of parasympathetic blockade in the model by putting a0 to a small value. Simulated data from the model might then be compared with data from subjects in which a similar blockade is present. However, an important complication arises because vagal blockade in patients diminishes not only the vagally mediated variability (as is the case in the model), but it also diminishes the vagal tone, which determines the mean heart rate. In addition, because the model has heartbeats as time base the timing of physio-H688 BEAT-TO-BEAT MODEL OF HUMAN CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM logical events should be altered under these circumstances; e.g., the values of the parameters ak and bk would have to be adjusted to reflect the shorter duration of a beat.
The standard models of the human circulation do not consist of difference equations like the model we showed here but of differential equations (e.g., see Refs. 14, 15, 36) . In these models the mean BP and a continuous HR signal are considered. If, however, short-term properties of the CVS are studied the fundamental discreteness of successive heartbeats cannot be neglected. Then it becomes advantageous to use a beat-to-beat representation of the CVS because an approach in continuous time can only be used if a very fine time scale is chosen in which each heartbeat remains observable (2). This implies a much more complicated model.
Our beat-to-beat model permits a physiological interpretation of power spectra and cross spectra of spontaneous BP and R-R interval fluctuations. A drawback of this approach is that there is no direct relationship with real time. This complicates the use of the model if HR increases above -75 beats/min because the latency of the vagal baroreflex is such that under these conditions a systolic value does not affect the length of the present beat but of the following one (20).
In conclusion, our beat-to-beat model of the human CVS gives physiologically plausible explanations of respiratory sinus arrhythmia and of the 10-s variability in BP and HR. The model quantitatively explains both the spectra of HR and BP variability for data from resting subjects and the response of BP and HR to a phenylephrine-induced increase of peripheral resistance. How well the model describes data from subjects under other conditions is yet to be experimentally tested. is given in Fig. 8 . A sharp resonance peak exists at 0.1 Hz.
Eauation AI shows that as far as the filter properties are The value of the BRS in/S, as calculated in this way is shown in Fig. 9 . This figure shows the open-loop gain of the baroreflex arc, controling interval length. In contrast, Fig. 8 showed the filter characteristics of the whole CVS modeled as a closed-loop control system. The BRS equals a0 + &>O ak = 18 ms/mmHg at f = 0 Hz, where vagal and sympathetic effects cooperate. For higher frequencies (-0.1 Hz) the BRS decreases because these
